
ANNE GARNER BIOGRAPHY

Anne Garner's music offers a rare blend of lament and solace, by turns sorrowful and
sanguine,  providing  a well  of  deep comfort  to  hearts  in  need.  Her  hushed,  intimate
ballads and soaring secular hymns radiate a child-like sense of wonder and delight, yet
find  their  roots  in  an  unflinching  commitment  to  explore  and  express  the  painful,
contradictory workings of the emotional inner life. Her voice, piano, flute and imagination
weave threads of folk, electronica and ambient pop into intimate vocal arrangements
that leave lasting personal impressions.  The tender poetry and quiet wisdom of studio
albums  Trusting a Twirled World,  Be Life,  Lost  Play and  Dear Unknown have firmly
established Anne's reputation as a strikingly original composer, lyricist and performer of
unusually intense voice and vision. 

SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY

2022 | Dear Unknown | Slowcraft

2018 | Lost Play | Slowcraft

2016 | Be Life Relived | Slowcraft / Unperceived

2015 | Be Life | Slowcraft / Unperceived

2011 | Trusting a Twirled World | Slowcraft

2006 | Magic and Madness | Self-Released

2005 | Remaking the Pearl | Psychonavigation

SELECTED PRESS

"Imagine the most perfect Anne Garner album and chances are it would sound pretty 
much like Dear Unknown... this momentous recording never falters and maintains that 
incredible standard from start to finish."
 - Ron Schepper / textura 

"Anne Garner inscribes herself as a possible missing link between Elizabeth Frazer and 
Jonsi, as a possible translation of the sound of the mist. Imagine Liz Harris free of her 
austere tendencies and you can imagine the magic that emerges from this vital record." 
 - Gregory Bodenes / Benzine Magazine

"Fragile and enchanted is the expressive universe of Anne Garner, so rare and precious
are its manifestations... melodies and atmospheres with the consistency of a dream." 
 - Raffaello Russo / Music Won't Save You

"Ambient-pop formulations of rare beauty... a delicate dreamlike landscape to cross with
your eyes closed holding your breath."
 - Peppe Trotta / Triste Sunset 

"A heart-rending combination of sound, voice and feeling." 
 - André Schönauer / Gezeitenstrom

"This is real songcraft, real heart, real music." 
- James Catchpole / Fluid Radio

http://www.benzinemag.net/2022/04/01/anne-garner-dear-unknown-8-chanson-au-neo-romantisme-gothique/%20
http://www.textura.org/archives/g/garner_dearunknown.htm%20
http://musicwontsaveyou.com/2022/04/04/anne-garner-dear-unknown/%20
http://tristesunset.com/2022/04/15/anne-garner-dear-unknown/%20
https://www.fluid-radio.co.uk/2018/07/anne-garner-lost-play/
http://gezeitenstrom.weebly.com/reviews/anne-garner-dear-unknown-2022%20

